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PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, MARCH 15, 1924
PRICE THREE CENTS

CONTINUE Contest FOR PENNINN BOWL TODAY

Schedule Freshman-Sophomore Battles on Gymnasium and Boiling Ring

SWIMMING MEET POSTPONED

The light between the sophomores and the freshmen for the coveted Freshman Bowl will be continued today at 10 o'clock when teams representing the two classes meet in a basketball game in Wollman Hall. The other event scheduled for today is the boating meet, which will be held at 1 p.m. in the boating room.

The swimming meet has been postponed till Saturday, May 20.

The exciting feature of the basketball game will be Goldblatt and Thompson, Forward, Walker, Dennis and Davenport, guards. The sophomores have announced the following lineup: Rasmussen and Langley, forwards; Drum- mond, center; Addis and Bertol, guards.

The boating meet is scheduled for 2 o'clock. Ring or Wissahickon will have the advantage of good weather while on the opposite side of the pool the 145 pound class, Thompson, freshman, and Repp, freshman, will fight for the sophomore crown in the 150 pound class. Hurst and Mcduck, freshman, and Hall, sophomore, will meet Butler.

Soccer Oppose Lee Co. In Spring Game

Soccer Candidates Resume Practice And Test Freshman-Athletics Team

After a two-week's rest soccer contests were held Thursday for a throng of enthusiastic fans. The season was continued for a game to be held afternoons between the varsity and the freshmen in the gymnasium. Assistant Coach Gould was quite satisfied with the performance of the team in its first practice although numerous mistakes were made. His remarks indicated that the boys had lost the essential skill factor that counts in such a sport.

The game which was played on the River Field received general approval as a good sport and was a good test for the team as the Junior Class was made up entirely of men who carry the name in the best industrial aggravation in the city. On account of the large size of the team the Sophomore Class were forced to go against the big Men who were chiefly freshman for the sake of equal competition.

The game findings are to be postponed. The regular practice will begin on Monday night. The first meeting of the season will be held at 7:45.

Freshman and Sophomore set for the game. It has been prepared for the game in such a way that the junior class will not appear. The meet will be played on the same basis as the team was playing on last year.

While the regular team will not appear, the junior class will be called in to play for the last quarter. The junior class will not appear in the league records and will not be allowed to score any points.

A good test for the team as the James Lee Company is one of the best industrial aggregations in the city. A strong showing in this match is expected and the outcome of this meet will be of importance to the Freshman-Athletics team.

Gymnasts Win Victory At Temple University

Frederick, Pennsylvania White Star When Pennsylvania Takes One- Sided Decision at 43:16

DO BOTH COACHES ACT AS JUDGES

By an overwhelming score of 155.1 Coach Willard's program defeated the strong Temple University gymnast team last evening on the downtowners' home floor. Although defeated, the Temple team gave a most commendable performance, and the combination, and in future meets are expected to furnish better opposition for the Red and Blue.

Captain Crossen, White and Perrin present a team that was selected to represent the Red and Blue in the International gymnastics competition for the Broad street institution.

The on-taping was performed in a most comrative manner, and the coaching staff was handled with the utmost skill.

Wright Asks Students To Support G.A. Policy

Take Concessions To School in Drive For Funds Will Be Used For Undergraduate Interest

SETS GOAL AT $12,000 MARK

"Not the actual dollars and cents, but the students' approval of our labor and their willingness to support this organization as expressed by their contribution to the amount we have on our hands is the most important factor," stated Charles O. Wright, expressed himself, in a talk before the Student body on its communal support of the International Student Union program recently in Houston Hall.

Patric R. Smith gave a short "plug" and introduced R. M. Bosk, who, along with other members of the Freshman- Sophomore Student Council, outlined the student body organization and its importance to the community.

The drive for student interest in the International Student Union will be the focus of the campaign for the remainder of the year. In this talk, Dr. Wright said that the university should not be backward in supporting the work of any organization that will advance the name of the school. As this is one of the largest universities of the country and the branch of the Christian Association has more than 5000 members. The university has been represented at the meetings. At the conclusion of the broadcast, Dr. Wright added that the University is working to make the money available to the World Student Union.

NORWICH HANDS RIFLE

Rifle Match A Success

The rifle match between the University and Temple on Tuesday afternoon resulted in a victory for the University over Temple 227 to 204. The match was held on the University rifle range and was sponsored by the university rifle association.

SENIOR LEAGUE LEADERS

Carp in a position to win the charity league with a full complement of candidates and set the pace for the coming season. The seniors have won the last three consecutive league championships and are expected to win this year.

The Pennsylvania Valley, with a score of 204, was in a tie with the University for second place, while the Temple rifle team scored 188.

The match was held on the University rifle range and was sponsored by the university rifle association.

NORWICH HANDS RIFLE

Rifle Match A Success

The rifle match between the University and Temple on Tuesday afternoon resulted in a victory for the University over Temple 227 to 204. The match was held on the University rifle range and was sponsored by the university rifle association.
One way to circumvent the problem of overburdening the lower classes with excessive competition is to establish a system of ranking and categorization. This system would allow individuals to be categorized based on their abilities and performance, thus ensuring a more equitable distribution of resources and opportunities. Additionally, it would provide a clear path for advancement and success, helping to motivate and engage students in their studies and activities.

### Summary

- Establish a system of ranking and categorization.
- Provide a clear path for advancement and success.
- Motivate and engage students in their studies and activities.

---

**Reference**

For any ideas that may come to you during the afternoon to make sure that there were no objections. The problem is not that we have no objections, but because the question is so do it. This is the problem of stimulating the interest between the freshmen and seniors, the freshmen and juniors, the seniors and seniors. We are suggesting one solution.

---

**Note**

For any ideas that may come to you during the afternoon to make sure that there were no objections. The problem is not that we have no objections, but because the question is so do it. This is the problem of stimulating the interest between the freshmen and seniors, the freshmen and juniors, the seniors and seniors. We are suggesting one solution.

---
A Mathematical Proposition

Solve this for X. If $120,000 is needed for a Co-operative Organization and 12,000 students are going to give just 10% (ten per cent) of that amount, HOW MUCH is each student going to give?

Send your answer (in check or currency) to the Christian Association.

Use any one of the forms below:

Dear C. A.

The problem's too deep for my weary brain. Here's a dollar. Figure it out for yourself.

Yours.

Dear C. A.

I'm not so dumb. X—$1.00, and here's my check (or cash) to prove it. Give us a harder one next time.

Yours.

Dear C. A.

Here's two (2) bucks, which ought to make me twice as good at Math as the next guy.

Yours.
NOTICES

Baseball—No记者采访 practice today. Freshman report at 10 a.m. Today as usual.

Savings on 10 a.m. report of 10 a.m. to what is for Penn State men. All other teams, Keastick.

Freshman report of 10 a.m. to what is for Cornell. Keastick.

Gum Team—Picture postponed, date to be determined.

LOUIS M. KOLB

115 WALNUT STREET

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria

3443 WALNUT STREET

Breakfast 7 to 9
Luncheon 11.30 to 2
Dinner 5 to 7
Sunday 4 to 7.30

Yellow Lantern Café

26 P. C.

100 P. C.

25

PYLE and INNES

Leading College Tailors

115 WALNUT STREET

You'll never have been held, Bob, if you used Olgaqua. (Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

If you have a good head of hair keep it so with "Olyqua" the tonic taming that makes the hair lie flat and smooth—perfectly bristled all day long. If your hair is wearing out, try "Olyqua" by all means. It is the best hair growth remedy on the market.

PENN STUDIO OF DANCING

3413 Woodland Avenue

Over Repealers Caféteria

Dancing Every Saturday 8.30 to 12
Music by Hinchman's Red & Blue Collegians Admission 50 cents

1874—Fiftieth Anniversary Year—1924

Walk-Over

SHOES for Men

Good Features that make good feet yours

Feet are not standardized. Your shoes must fit you individually. Walk-Over shoes are made in a great variety of foot shapes. One of these is yours and you will find it here at either of the Walk-Over Shops. Here you will find your exact fit in a shoe that has a fitted heel top, a wide heel seat, and other exclusive Walk-Over features that make your feet good feet.

$6.75 $8 $10
are the leading prices

HALPER'S

1228 MARKET

Walk-Over

Shoe Stores

402 CHESTNUT STREET
YEARLING WRESTLERS TACKLE
STRENGTH CORNELL, GRAFF'S

Gymnasts Win Victory
At Temple University

Crenson, Perkinson and White Star
When Pennsylvania Takes on

Booth Cenies Are
As Judges

By an overwhelming score of 631 to 412, Pennsylvania's welts defeated the strong Temple University gymnasm team last evening on the campus of the home institution. Although defeated, the team gave the score of 631, the Temple team gave much promise of developing a powerful combination, and in future meets may be expected to furnish better opposition for Cornell and Penn.

Captain Crenson, White and Perkinson proved the outstanding Pennsylvania grapplers. Crenson won his dual match with ease, defeating Duester coated with the showing of the men in the 146 pounds weight class. Crenson, fresh from the Royal Academy, delivered a strong exhibition of wrestling for the benefit of the Royal Academy and the University.

The meet is expected to be held this afternoon between the two teams, with both winning some awards and prizes.

Punch Bowl "Breezy Number" Appears Soon

In an effort to take public opinion by storm, the "Breezy Number" of the Punch Bowl will make its "smallest" appearance in the history of the Punch Bowl, on Thursday of this month. It deals with the rejection of Punch Bowl and the hallucinations of an artistically "smallest" approach.

"I hope to achieve a high standard of excellence and to bring to the Punch Bowl a new level of artistry," said Mr. Breezy, the Punch Bowl's "Breezy Number" writer. "Our past efforts have been appreciated, but not to the extent of those of the "Breezy Number". This effort will be different."

"I plan to do a piece that is truly original and unique," Mr. Breezy continued. "It will encompass elements of poetry, music, and visual art in a harmonious blend that will captivate the audience.

The Punch Bowl management is excited about the upcoming "Breezy Number". "This is a significant milestone in our history," said Mr. Punch, the Punch Bowl's manager. "We believe that this "Breezy Number" will set a new standard of excellence for our future performances.

"I am looking forward to seeing how our audience reacts to this innovative piece," Mr. Punch concluded. "We are confident that it will be well-received and will contribute to the Punch Bowl's legacy as a leader in the world of performing arts."

The Punch Bowl's "Breezy Number" is scheduled for Thursday of this month and will feature Mr. Breezy's original composition along with other special guests. Ticket sales are expected to be high, and reservations are recommended.

Offices Open: Monday through Friday, 9 AM to 5 PM

For more information, please contact the Punch Bowl management at: 555-5555.
In a recent editorial we pointed out the very obvious fact that the rivalry between the two lower classes seems to be diminishing. We recalled the fact that the Penninnia Bowl was established by the President of the University in an effort to stimulate the athletic spirit, which, in the opinion of the donor, was and is a vital force in university life. We also noted that the reaction to the gift of the President was slow and that we brought up the question as to whether the plan could not be revised which would complement the work of the Bowl, and at the same time make the Bowl even more desirable to each of the classes concerned.

Such a plan can be devised? If it is devised, it will go through operation given a real, or will the freshmen and sophomore classes fade this present scheme, either because they may not be interested in the necessity for its preservation, or because of more literal. We do not know what the attitude of the lower classes will be toward our operation on this matter. We do not know whether the plan we have in mind will succeed or fail, or even if it is given a fair trial. It is known that the problem of stimulating rivalry between the freshmen and sophomore classes is a vital one, and must be solved. We are suggesting a suggestion.

At the present time the Penninnia Bowl is the presented, that is to say that two classes of the present system of holidays in some seventeen events, most of which are athletic contests. The offers of such classes, in recent years, have been great deal of trouble in putting their best men to take part in the contest, many of whom were missing that were scheduled, and a small proportion of the members of the classes turned up. There are many cases typical of the contests last year, and the contests held for so far this year have shown little signs of improvement.

Why not hold the floor and party fights outside of the park? At present when they are not held until late in the first term or the middle of the second term, both classes have grown to well equipped with such other that the fight will take place on the appearance of two parties. They become known between individuals, not class fights. Hence the small turn-out.

In the second place, why not offer a special incentive for victory in the organized class fights, in addition to the polite sound toward the Penninnia Bowl award? At present the organized fights are merely particular events out of a sub-total of seventeen contests. There is no particular reason to take part in the fights, except for the desire of building villages—sex and the serious, serious conflict. Hence the small turn-out.

Why not make exemption from observance of a particular form of activities and make the fight, not for the Bright, but for the better than the fight, might be possible.

We not make exemption from observance of a particular form of activities and make the fight, not for the Bright, but for the better than the fight, might be possible.

We think the adoption, in principle, of these points would not only make the fight, but do a lot for the student body and the university. The small turn-out is not due to the fighting, it is due to the desire of building villages—sex and the serious conflict. Hence the small turn-out.

To pass the time away the committee number consisted of the ladies and the jocks were very much surprised to find that there was no knock it all at. This seemed to go on evasively that this was not the Liberty Bell after all and they agreed to march over to the Penninnia office to report the matter. Instead of the men expressed the opinion that reading a subordinate bill out here was even more of an outrage than having evangelists discuss socialism in religion meet.
A Mathematical Proposition

Solve this for X. If $120,000 is needed for a Co-operative Organization and 12,000 students are going to give just 10% (ten per cent) of that amount. HOW MUCH is each student going to give?

Send your answer (in check or currency) to the Christian Association.

Use any one of the forms below:

Dear C. A.
The problem is too deep for my wizard brain. Here's a dollar. Figure it out yourself.

Yours.

Dear C. A.
I'm not so dumb. X=$1.00, and here's my check (or cash) to prove it. Give us a harder one next time.

Yours.

Dear C. A.
Here's two (2) bucks, which ought to make me twice as good at Math as the next guy.

Yours.

---

The Baptist Temple
Broad and Rays Streets

Church of the Transfiguration (Presbyterian Church) Thirty-Fourth and Woodland Avenue Rev. John R. Hart, Jr., and Student Vespers 7:45 A. M. Holy Communion 8:45 A. M. Morning Prayer and Sermon on the "Apostles' Creed." 2:55 P. M. William Romantic Newbold, Philosophy Department, will speak.

St. James's Church 3rd and Walnut Sts

Sunday Services 9:45 A. M., 11:00 A.M., 4 P. M., and 7:45 P. M.

Students Always Welcome

---

Lutheran Church of the Holy Communion Chestnut above Twenty-First Street Rev. A. M. Service, Subject: "Victorian Path.

6:45 P. M. Supper Meeting Young People's Association. Address by the Rev. C. P. Harry-"The Place of Love in a Student's Life"

S. P. M. Service. Subject: "Good Eye."

Lettie Vasques Wednesday, 6 P. M.

---

Second Reformed Church
Fifteenth and Locust Streets
Rev. H. A. MacCallum, Minister

First Term— Sermon on the "Lord's Prayer"

Second Term—Sermon on "The Kingdom Come."

Dr. MacCallum

The Rev. John A. MacCallum, Minister

Woodland Presbyterian Church

---

Farrini's—3653 Woodland Ave.

THE PENNSYLVANIAN

"Reed's Standard of Teaching," supplied to good quality fabrics a Among our many conductors, and best conductors, serve, i. e., satisfaction.

JACOB REED'S SONS
1242-24 CHESTNUT ST

FIRST LACROSSE SCRIMMAGE
REVEALS WEALTH OF MATERIAL.

With ideal weather of the past few days having stirred up Wyoming Field and Friends fully to see scrimmage, the first intercollegiate lacrosse game held last year was unusually large number of men, who expected were giving a strenuous workout in preparation for the first game of the season with University of Maryland on April 15th.

Coach Pomeroy has a wealth of material for a championship team. It will undoubtedly be the coach's biggest problem to find a goalseeker who can capably fill the place left vacant by Meffer and the able defenders whose last year's team. However, several of the substitutes are already showing up well for this season.

The freshmen candidates are working hard in preparation for the freshmen Sophomore Intramural Teams; and the track team.

---

GEUTING'S SHOES

at GOMMY'S, 3653 Woodland Ave.

As Campus Representative for

GEUTING'S SHOES for MEN

at GOMMY'S, 3653 Woodland Ave.

Every Monday & Tuesday

THERE IS A PERMANENT DISPLAY OP GEUTING'S STYLES

IN GOMMY'S WINDOW—STOP AND LOOK 'EM OVER

Three Geuting Stores—1230 Market—1303 Chestnut—19 South 11th

---

"Best Paid Hard Work in the World"

I the way a boy Hanockson described his work. He is a college graduate and in five years he expects to have paid off his college loan of $2,000. He never has set upon a prospectus without a previous appointment. The best life insurance salesman today work on that plan, making a place to the best of his ability, any worthy and ambitious college graduate can find selling satisfactory to his mental needs and his remuneration as well.

The data above quoted is in the John Hancock's youngest general agent. This shows what college graduates of the right type can do in this business, how they can build up earning power and at the same time provide for an accumulated competence for the years to come.

Graduation is a vital period in your life and you are liable to hold to the business you start in. It is before making a definitive decision to inquire into life insurance as a career. Address, "Agency Department.

John Hancock
Life Insurance Company of Boston, Massachusetts

---

J. HELPSTON

"RAE McGRAW"

J.慶's Window—Stop and Look 'Em Over

---

GEUTING'S SHOES for MEN

at GOMMY'S, 3653 Woodland Ave.

Every Monday & Tuesday

THERE IS A PERMANENT DISPLAY OF GEUTING'S STYLES

IN GOMMY'S WINDOW—STOP AND LOOK 'EM OVER

Three Geuting Stores—1230 Market—1303 Chestnut—19 South 11th

---

Lettie Vasques Wednesday, 6 P. M.
NOTICES

SPORTS

Baseball—No Varsity practice today. Freshman report at 10 o'clock the same as usual.

Wrestling—Following Varsity meet on post at 12 o'clock to watch the Freshman meet. Houston, Kep, Keh, Klahn, Mitchell, Rabinow, Lowe, Jobe.

Freshman Wrestling—Following Freshman meet at 10:30 to watch for Cornell meet. Berend, MacDonald, Gerhardy, Crew, Woodlawn and Bickerson.

Gym Team—Picture posted due to National meet.

Gym Managerial Committee—All candidates must report to 6 a.m. in the A.A. all five days next week. Attendance report in book to be in Mr. Z. J. P. M. Monday by 2:00 P.M. for names: Anderson, Alexander, Pfabner, Wall, MacArthur, Davis, Browkind, Schuler, Stewart, Smith, Parks, Appelbaum, Zahn, Sechler, Jonasen, Chill and Nicholas.

Track—Following meet report at 1:30 Monday at Track Arena for picture and election of captain. Pringle, Warner, Gray, Warner, Place, Feminger, Cameron, Cope, Kern, and Walker.

Boating—Boys' boat race report to Coach Jacobson for Pennman Bowl on Saturday.

Basketball—All candidates must report to uniform to receive gym credit. Lawrence—Practice every afternoon in Morrison Field at 3 o'clock.

Sophomore-Freshman Boating—March 18, 11:15 A.M. to 12:30 P.M. No practice. Freshman-Sophomore Boating—Swimming meet in Pennman Bowl tent postponed to Thursday, March 20, at 3:15 P.M.

UNIVERSITY

Cleveland Club—Important meeting Monday, March 17 at 1:15 P.M. in Cleveland Hall to electNAL Board, also sell of tickets to Mask and Wig show in Cleveland on April 13. Dramatic Club—Rehearsal Monday, March 17, 9:00 P.M. in basement of Church of the Transfiguration. To report: Morris, Briggs, Klaiber, Kohles, Stein, Knaus, Weinstein and Blau Smith.

University Press—Room Meeting Monday at 7 o'clock in 10 Houston Hall.

Orchestra—No rehearsal Monday; March 17, beginning of Philadelphia Orchestra concert on that date.

Junior Social Club—Meeting Monday at 1 o'clock in Room 209 College Hall. All students interested are invited.

Latrobe County Club—Special meet set Monday evening at 7 o'clock in Houston Club. All members urged to attend as important matters must be decided upon.

FINIAL CLEARANCE SALE

as on all

SUITs AND OvErCOATS

25 P. C. off

ALL SWEATERS & Wool Sweats

25 P. C. off

ALL WOOL AND SILK AND WoOL Blcooldowns

One third off and less

ALL GOLF GOODS AND HABER-

DARNEY

One third off and less

The Cost

Figured in months of wear, our custom Clothes are really cheaper than ready-

made. Their first cost is slightly higher but the superior fit, finer washing, tail-

oning and the impression you make as a well-dressed man for every occasion

the initial outlay.

Try this season and you will be more than satisfied.

PYLE and INNES

Leading College Tailors

1115 WALNUT STREET

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria

3413 WALNUT AVENUE

Re-opens Cafeteria

Music by Hinchman's Red & Blue Collegians

Admission 35 cents

You've never have been held, Bill, if you used Olaqua. (Reg. U. S. Pat. Of.)

If you have a good head of hair keep it so with "Oleaqua" the best creme

that makes the hair in flat or smooth—perfectly straight all your life.

If your hair is coming out, use "Olea-

qua" by all means. It is the best dan-

drool remedy on the market.

1874—Fiftieth Anniversary Year—1924

Walk-Over

SHOES for Men

Good Features

that make good feet yours

Feet are not standardized. Your shoes

must fit you individually. Walk-Over

shoes are made in a great variety of foot

shapes. One of these is yours and you

will find it here at either of the Walk-Over

Shops. Here you will find your exact size

in a shoe that has a fitted heel which

will seat, and other exclusive Walk-Over

features that make your feet good feet.

$6.75 $8 $10

+ the leading prices

HARPER'S

Walk-Over

1228 MARKET

102 CHESTNUT ST.
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